Unique and stunning glass solutions.

ARCHITECTURAL GLASS | BULLET PROOF GLASS | ANTI-BANDIT GLASS | OBJECTS IN GLASS | SANDBLASTED ART GLASS | FABRICS IN GLASS | PORTRAITS IN GLASS | COLORED GLASS

SAFE UNIQUE SHOWER DOORS

SAFETY Glass
Smart Glass Industries Limited
incorporated and based in
Nairobi, Kenya, specializes in
architectural and design glass.
At Smart Glass Industries we
pride ourselves in the level
of quality of our products as
well as creating unimaginable
designs on glass.
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With our family of glass
products, we seek to contribute
to customers’ success and
become an important part of
people’s lives with our highquality products and creative
design work on glass. We ensure
to work closely with architects
and designers to extend the
boundaries of design and create
new opportunities. For building
culture – in terms of design and
space, indoors and outdoors,
aesthetics and functionality
– sustainable and customtailored, we are second to none.

That is what makes Smart Glass
Industries a qualified partner for
architects and interior designers.
Our product family (Safety,
Vetro, Art, Captcha, Organika,
Fabrika and Switchable) varies
from safety to decorative art
glass, ensuring our finished
product quality can compare to
none in the market combined
with short lead and delivery
times.
All our products are exclusively
bespoke and designed
according to individual project
requirements – whether it’s
a single frame less shower
enclosure, a spiral of glass
balustrade linking two floors,
a row of coloured glass toilet
cubicles or folding glass bath
screens that set the style in a
housing development. Smart
Glass can also provide a wide
range of decorative treatment
to architectural glass making
it safe while meeting your
individual style and design
requirements.
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Safety First

We make glass an easy option
when it comes to safety. We will
help you choose a product that
will suit your safety needs.
safety glass meets
society’s need for greater
security, noise reduction,
safety and maintenance.
It helps you do more with
less, creating innovative new
spaces, while providing greater
protection be it bulletproof
glass or anti-bandit glass, or an
elegant safe frame less shower
cubicle.
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ANTI-BANDIT GLASS

BULLET PROOF GLASS

SAFETY SHOWER DOORS

VETRO Glass
VETRO colored glass is
a contemporary colored glass
that can be used for a variety of
applications be it controlling light
intensity or for design purposes. It
provides a high-quality consistent
colored glass in a variety of
shades and provides years of color
durability, even when exposed to
direct sunlight.

We can produce various etched and
sandblasted designs on glass. Our
highly skilled team can produce
various artistic finishes and colors.

Glass

CAPTCHA

Objects in Glass

As a unique medium for image
display, as a wall cladding or a
partition wall or as a facing for a
splash back. CAPTCHA guarantees
image reproduction that is sharp in
every detail, bright and brilliant.

It allows for a rich palette of
color permutations, which
range from subtle transparent
and translucent colors to
opaque that can be used for a
wide range of applications.

		
Glass

ORGANIKA

The glass encloses leaves, thin
branches, beans, or any product in any
design as specified by the customer –
the possibilities are almost limitless!

an Architects’ Canvas
With
VETRO colored glass, you are guaranteed a strong structure
with durable colors that won’t fade over time.

the Modern Canvas

			SWITCHABLE
Glass

FABRIKA Glass
SMART VETRO colored glass is
a contemporary colored glass
that can be used for a variety of
applications be it controlling light
intensity or for design purposes.
SMART VETRO colored glass
provides a high-quality consistent
colored glass in a variety of
shades and provides years of color
durability, even when exposed to
direct sunlight.

unique Fabrics in glass

Do you love the look of a clear
glass and enjoy the openness that
clear glass offers for partitions in
offices, bathrooms, showers and
dressing rooms, yet also prefer
to have cover for privacy when
needed?

That’s where
glass comes in.

SWITCHABLE

This technology switches the
glass from clear to opaque in
an instant so one cannot see
through it.

now you see me...

SMART VETRO allows
for a rich palette of
color permutations,
which range from
subtle transparent and
translucent colors to
opaque that can be
used for a wide range of
applications including
FABRIKApartitions
GLASS gives
screens,
andyou the opportunity to
encapsulate
a rich selection of fabrics in glass. Using regular
cladding.
woven cloth, delicately constructed textiles or printed fabrics,
we combine the beauty, color & texture of these fabrics with
the structural strength & practicality of glass.

OFF

Any fabric design of your choice!

ON

now you don’t...

We also offer:
We also offer glass drilling,
straight and design sandblasting, glass cutting and glass
polishing services. Please call us
on 0702 489 000 or email us
on info@smartglassltd.com for
more information.

How to find us

SMART GLASS INDUSTRIES LIMITED
Godown No.11, Madina Estate,
Off Mombasa Road, next to ICD Embakasi
P. O. Box 15368 – 00509, Nairobi
+254 702 489 000 | +254 772 131 001
info@smartglassltd.com | www.smartglassltd.com

Follow us....
@smartglassltd

